Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is a well-known electric field based technique for separating, moving, and trapping micron-scale particles. DEP has been shown to be particularly useful for characterizing biological cells. The small size of cells (\~1--10 μm) allow for the necessary high electric fields to be generated with relatively low applied voltages. The other strength of DEP is that it allows for many independent variables, such as signal magnitude, signal frequency, signal waveform, and electrode spacing to be used to control the manipulation. This results in the ability to separate very similar particles. Thus, the technique has spread to a wide range of biological applications, including bacteria \[[@CR1]\], yeast \[[@CR2]\], mammalian cells \[[@CR3]\], viruses \[[@CR4]\], and proteins \[[@CR5]\].

Traditionally, electrode-based DEP (eDEP) devices create nonuniform fields with electrode designs including sharp electrodes and narrowly spaced electrodes \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\]. Indeed, the majority of DEP devices reported in literature utilize microfabricated electrodes. The use of micropatterned electrodes allows for strong local electric fields; however, it increases the cost and complexity of fabrication. For biological applications, avoiding contamination and device cost are concerns; thus, it is desirable for the microfluidic components to be low-cost and disposable.

Alternatively, insulator-based DEP (iDEP) uses insulating structures rather than electrode arrays to produce the nonuniform fields needed to drive DEP and to remove the threat of gas evolution due to electrolysis \[[@CR10]\]. iDEP microfluidic devices have been used to manipulate a wide range of particles including bacteria, viruses, cells, and beads \[[@CR11]--[@CR14]\]. In iDEP devices, the electric voltages are applied along the entire length of the microchannels, which leads to a large heat buildup \[[@CR15]\]. Also, the electrodes must be brought in contact with the solution, which can lead to contamination issues.

In this paper, we present the first reported [o]{.ul}ff-chip [p]{.ul}assivated-electrode, [i]{.ul}nsulator-based [d]{.ul}i[e]{.ul}lectro[p]{.ul}horesis microchip (OπDEP). This technique allows for inexpensive devices to create strong DEP forces with low Joule heating, leading to a high throughput microfluidic system. Our device uses insulting structures within the channel as well as parallel electrodes to create DEP forces by the same working principle that iDEP devices use. Additionally, unlike eDEP and iDEP, no physical electric connections are made to the microfluidic chip. Thus, a new, inexpensive microfluidic chip may be used for each experiment while the electrodes may be reused. The resulting devices create DEP forces, which are larger by roughly two orders of magnitude for the same applied voltage compared with eDEP, which relies on parallel electrodes alone to produce the DEP forces. In order to demonstrate this technology, we trapped *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*), a known waterborne pathogen, from water samples at flow rates as high as 1200 μL/h. We also selectively concentrated bacteria from a suspension of polystyrene beads.

Theory {#Sec2}
======

A schematic of the OπDEP devices is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The device is composed of a permanent, reusable set of electrodes and a disposable, polymer microfluidic chip with microposts embedded in the channel. The microfluidic chip fits onto the electrodes as a disposable cartridge. The device operates by capacitively coupling the electric fields into the microfluidic channel. Figure [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the dominant forces acting on a particle within the device. The main force balance that occurs on a particle is between the dielectrophoresis force and the hydrodynamic drag force.Fig. 1Schematic of the OπDEP device. (**a**) Isometric view of the device with the disposable fluidic section separated from the reusable electrodes; (**b**) device under operating conditions with the two parts assembled; (**c**) close-up view of the functional region of the device showing the relevant forces and dimensions. During operation, the microposts within the channel are aligned with the electrodes as shown

Dielectrophoresis is the motion of polarizable particles that are suspended in an electrolyte when subjected to a spatially nonuniform electric field \[[@CR16]\]. The DEP force felt by a spherical particle suspended in a medium is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, **F**~**DEP**~ will fluctuate greatly depending on the operating frequency and even change direction. At DC and very low frequency fields, DEP separation of bioparticles is mostly dominated by the size difference of the particles due to the cubed radius term and the low conductivity of cellular membranes. However, at high frequencies, the fields are able to penetrate the cell membrane into the electrically conductive cytoplasm. Consequently, cells can have a higher DEP frequency dependency than solid particles. If a particle is attracted to a region with a high electric field, it experiences positive DEP (pDEP). Conversely, if a particle is repelled by a region with a high electric field, it experiences negative DEP (nDEP). As the DEP force on a particle passes from pDEP to nDEP or vice versa in frequency space, a frequency point exists where the DEP force on a particle is zero, regardless of the magnitude of the electric field gradients. This point is known as a crossover frequency.

Fluid is moved through the channel by a pressure-driven flow. The drag force on a spherical particle in a fluid at a low Reynold's number is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Where R is the radius of the particle, η is the viscosity of the fluid, and u~pf~ is the relative velocity of the particle with respect to the fluid. For a particle in our DEP devices, a force balance occurs between drag and dielectrophoresis as shown by particle P1 in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In order for a particle to become trapped in these devices, the DEP force must overcome the drag force on the particle (F~DEP~ \>= F~Drag~) as shown by particle P2 in Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, DEP trapping becomes more difficult as the fluid velocity is increased.

As Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} shows, the DEP force is proportional to the gradient of the electric field squared. In our design, insulating structures within the channel enhance this gradient and greatly increase the DEP force over the interdigitated electrode design. This enables the device to operate at high flow rates and low frequencies.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Device designs {#Sec4}
--------------

Three different designs are used in this work (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The microfluidic channel for all the devices has a cross section of 2 mm × 50 μm and a length of 2 cm. Device 1 is similar to a previously reported design \[[@CR17]\] consisting of a microfluidic channel with no features and electrodes with a width of 200 μm and a spacing of 200 μm. This design is present in this work to compare with the innovative designs. The DEP forces in this device rely on nonuniform fields created by the presence of the off-chip electrodes. Devices 2 and 3, which are the new designs and the focus of this study, use a microfluidic channel with 100 μm diameter PDMS posts that are spaced 50 μm apart. In these devices, the insulating structures create the nonuniform fields necessary for DEP. Device 2 uses electrodes with a width of 200 μm and a spacing of 200 μm, the same as Device 1, for evaluation purposes. Device 3 has much larger electrodes with a width of 4 mm and a spacing of 600 μm. The wider electrodes of Device 3 increase the capacitive coupling between the electrodes and the microfluidic channel, which enables DEP trapping at lower frequencies.Table 1Design parameters for each of the different devicesElectrodeElectrodeMicropostswidthspacingpresent?Device 1200 μm200 μmNoDevice 2200 μm200 μmYesDevice 34 mm600 μmYes

Analytical and numerical device modeling {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------

In order to investigate the electric field distributions within the microchannel, a numerical model of the devices was created using COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) using the AC/DC module. Three-dimensional models were created of the three devices in this study. The electrical conductivities used for PDMS, glass, air, and deionized water are 8.20e-13 S/m, 1.25e-9 S/m, 3.00e-9 S/m, and 8.00e-4 S/m, respectively. The electrical permittivities used for PDMS, glass, air, and deionized water are 2.65, 4.65, 1, and 80, respectively. As for the boundary conditions, the electrodes were given AC electric potentials, and all other boundaries were set to electrical insulation. The purpose of the simulations was to evaluate the values of ∇\|E\|^2^ as a function of position and frequency. Equation [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} shows that for a given particle and medium, ∇\|E\|^2^ is proportional to the DEP force felt by a particle. Thus, the performance of the device should be predicted by these simulations.

Device fabrication {#Sec6}
------------------

The two-port microchannel devices are 2-cm long, 2-mm wide, and 50-μm deep fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). A \<100\> silicon wafer was patterned with photoresist (AZ9200) and etched using an Alcatel AMS-100 Deep Reactive Ion Etcher (Alcatel, Annecy, France) (DRIE) to obtain the structures. Photoresist was stripped and the wafer was then used as a master mold for PMDS. Liquid PDMS (Sylgand 184 Silicon elastomer kit; Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) was mixed to a 10:1 ratio of PDMS monomer and curing agent and poured onto the silicon mold. The setup was put into a vacuum chamber for 2 h to remove gas bubbles and then cured for 45 min at 100 °C. Next, 2 mm holes were punched into microchannels for fluidic ports. Finally, the PDMS was plasma bonded to a \#0 micro cover glass (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield PA, USA) which is approximately 100 μm thick, forming the microfluidic cartridge.

On a separate Pyrex substrate, electrodes were formed using the lift-off technique. The substrate was patterned with photoresist (AZ9260; AZ Electronic Materials, London, UK). Next, using e-beam evaporation (PVD-250; Kurt J. Lesker Company, Jefferson Hills, PA, USA), a thin layer (25 nm) of chrome and then a thicker layer (200 nm) of gold was deposited. The excess metal was removed by dissolving the photoresist in acetone. As a technical note, a printed circuit board could be used for the electrode patterning if the transparency of the substrate is not crucial.

During device operation the microfluidic cartridge is placed onto the electrode substrate and aligned such that the insulating structures in the microchannel are visible between the electrodes. It should be noted that the alignment does not have to be very precise. As long as the microposts are present between in the electrodes, the devices will operate. The electric fields are capacitively coupled into the microfluidic channel and the nonuniform fields necessary for DEP are created by the insulating structures in the channel. After running an experiment, the PDMS microfluidic device was easily removed from the electrodes and a new device was placed on the electrodes.

Cell preparation {#Sec7}
----------------

*E. coli* strain MG1655 was grown at 37 °C in LB medium containing 1 % tryptone, 0.5 % NaCl, and 0.5 % yeast to a concentration of 4 × 10^8^ cells/mL. Tetracycline was applied as the antibiotic at 5 μg/mL concentration since the strain contained pHC60, a stably maintained plasmid that constitutively expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP) useful for fluorescent microscopy analyses. For all experiments, *E. coli* cells, red fluorescent 1 μm beads (Flourospheres; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), or both were centrifuged and resuspended three times in DI water with a measured conductivity of 800 μS/m. No surface modifications were made to the beads. The DI water conductivity was measured with a solution conductivity meter (SG7; Mettler Toledo, Scherzenbach, Switzerland). The cells were diluted to a final concentration of 1 × 10^8^ cells/mL. For experiments with a mixture of fluorescent beads and *E. coli*, the fluorescent beads were diluted to a concentration of 1 × 10^8^ beads/mL. It should be noted that due to a lack of nutrients in the DI water, the *E. coli* cells will eventually die if they are not resuspended in a medium with nutrients. However, using a fluorescent stain viabilitiy kit (Live/Dead BacLight; Invitrogen), the *E. coli* cells were found to be over 95 % viable after being suspended in the DI water for 1 h. This ensured that the experiments were being performed on live *E. coli* cells.

Experimental setup {#Sec8}
------------------

A function generator (4079; BK Precision, Yorba Linda, CA, USA) was connected to a power amplifier (EW2350; Tegam, Geneva, OH, USA) which excited the reusable electrodes with an AC signal of 400 V peak to peak (V~*p-p*~) with frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz. An oscilloscope (DL1300A; Yokogawa, Tokyo, Japan) was connected to the monitor output of the amplifier to observe the applied waveforms for distortion. The PDMS-based microfluidic devices were placed in vacuum for at least 30 min before experiments were run to reduce priming issues. During device operation, the solution was passed through the OπDEP device using a 1 mL syringe connected to syringe pump (NE-1000; New Era Pumping Systems, Farmingdale, NY, USA) to a waste reservoir. Once the device was primed, fluid was continually moved through the channels at 50 μL/h for 5 min prior to the beginning of the experiments. DEP trapping experiments were observed using an inverted fluorescent microscope (Axio Observer Z1) and videos of all trapping experiments were acquired using either a CCD monochrome camera (Axiocam MRm) or a CCD color camera (AxioCam MRc). For experiments where red beads and green stained *E. coli* were mixed, the optical filter was changed between red and green from frame to frame to distinguish the different particles.

For a single DEP trapping experiment data point, the flow rate of interest would be applied for 15 s to stabilize the flow velocity. Then, the electric signal would be switched on and the DEP trapping would be recorded by video. The signal switched off after 30 s and bacteria were released. The microchannels were inspected before every run and cleared of fouled bacteria by increasing the flow rate of the syringe pump when necessary. Thus, each data point included only bacteria trapped during that run.

One method of quantifying the effectiveness of the DEP trap is the use of light intensity measurements. The *E. coli* cells used in this work expressed GFP, which acted as a fluorescent stain. During DEP trapping experiments, as the number of *E. coli* cells trapped in the OπDEP device increased, the intensity of the light also increased. Using ImageJ (NIH), a region of interest was chosen around the microposts, where the DEP trapping occurred, and the intensity of the light in this region was quantized for the last frame before the electric signal was removed. The size, shape, and location of the region of interest were held constant throughout the experiments. These experiments were repeated 10 times in random order and the results were averaged at each applied signal frequency.

Another performance metric for the experiments is the capture efficiency (CE), which is defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{CE}=\left[\left(\mathrm{I}-\mathrm{O}\right)/\mathrm{I}\right]\times 100\% $$\end{document}$$where I is the number of incoming bacteria observed on a single frame of the trapping video, O is the number of outgoing or escaped bacteria observed on a single frame of the trapping video. These measurements were made by counting the bacteria upstream (I) and downstream (O) of the trapping region in the individual frames of the videos taken during the experiments. The regions used for counting I and O were the identically sized rectangles and remained constant for the experiments. Ten fluid flow velocity sweeps from 100 μL/h to 1500 μL/h were each completed in random order. To obtain a data point representing one flow rate, values of I and O were averaged over the 10 flow sweeps. For cases where bacteria remained in clusters after being released, the clusters were assumed to be flat and the size of the cluster was used to estimate the number of bacteria in the cluster. It should be noted that if clusters had multiple bacteria stacked in depth, this method would underestimate the number of bacteria.

Results and discussion {#Sec9}
======================

Numerical modeling {#Sec10}
------------------

The results from the numerical model are displayed in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In Fig. [2a and b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the 3D geometry used is shown next to the ∇(**E•E**) slice plot for an applied signal of 400 V~*p-p*~ at 300 kHz. It should be noted that the simulation for Device 3 is not shown here as it is much larger than Devices 1 and 2 because of the 4-mm electrodes. However, the electric field distribution for Device 3 is virtually identical to that of Device 2. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the electric field gradients in Device 1 with a peak gradient of about 3.2 × 10^13^ \[(m•kg^2^)/(s^6^•A^2^)\]. Figure [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the electric field gradient in Device 2 with a peak gradient of about 2.3 × 10^15^ \[(m•kg^2^)/(s^6^•A^2^)\]. This means for a given applied signal, the introduction of the insulating posts within the channel increases values of ∇(**E•E**) by two orders of magnitude compared with the previously reported electrode-only design. This is an important result as Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} shows that ∇(**E•E**) is proportional to the DEP force on a particle. The other significant result is the location of the high field gradients. For Device 1, the highest field gradients occur directly over the electrodes, whereas for Device 2 the highest field gradients occur near the insulating structures and away from the electrodes. This is a common characteristic of iDEP devices \[[@CR14]\]. The advantage of having the peak electric field gradients away from the electrodes is a practical one. Particle fouling in the microchannel tends to occur in DEP devices where the strongest DEP forces are present. For eDEP devices, such as Device 1, this is at the electrodes. This can effectively add another passivation layer to the electrodes, which will weaken the electric fields and lower the performance of the device. However, for iDEP devices, such as Device 2, fouling will tend to occur at the insulating structures and not over the electrodes. Thus, the electric fields will remain high in the device until enough particles have fouled to completely clog the device.Fig. 2COMSOL simulations of electric field gradients in the OπDEP devices. The PDMS roof of the devices has been removed from the figure for clarity; (**a**) ∇(E•E) at 300 kHz in previously reported Device 1 without microfluidic structures; (**b**) ∇(E•E) at 300 kHz in OπDEP Device 2; (**c**) maximum values of ∇(E•E) as a function of frequency

Figure [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the frequency response of the DEP devices. As the plot shows, OπDEP devices create much larger electric fields over a large frequency range. Furthermore, Device 3 creates larger electric field gradients at low frequencies compared with Device 2. This is due to the increased capacitance of the very large electrodes for Device 3. The maximum gradient reached with Device 3 is less than that of Device 2; however, this is due to the increased electrode spacing. The larger spacing was simply a practical consideration as it made alignment simpler. This increased capacitance effectively shifts the graph of the frequency response to lower frequencies. Thus, the local minimum between 10^4^ Hz and 10^5^ Hz on for Device 2 is moved to between 10^3^ Hz and 10^4^ Hz. In summary, electrode design in Device 3 yields higher electric field gradients over a wider frequency range but at the cost of a larger device size and less compactness.

Frequency response {#Sec11}
------------------

Bacteria trapping experiments were performed on all devices with the applied electric signal of 400 V~*p-p*~. When there was no fluid flow in the channel, bacteria in Device 1 were observed moving toward the electrodes and forming pearl chains. This is typical behavior in DEP devices operating in the pDEP regime \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\]. However, when any fluid flow was introduced, the DEP forces inside Device 1 were not strong enough to overcome the drag force on the bacteria. Therefore, no trapping was observed in Device 1 even at the lowest applied flow rate of 10 μL/h. Conversely, in Devices 2 and 3 not only did bacteria trap with applied fluid flow, the trapping attained 100 % capture efficiency with flow rates up to 400 μl/hr. This clearly demonstrates that the OπDEP devices greatly outperform the off-chip electrode based devices \[[@CR17]\] in DEP trapping strength.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental performance of the OπDEP devices at different applied frequencies but with a fixed flow rate of 400 μL/h. As Figure [3a--c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} show, the ability of the devices to trap *E. coli* cells varied with frequency. Figure [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the quantification of the light intensity in the trapping region for Devices2 and 3 as a function of frequency. Device 1 is excluded from Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} as DEP trapping could not be attained with applied fluid flow. It should be noted that the amplitude of the amplified signal began to attenuate at 400 kHz due to the power amplifier limitation. This led to a decrease in DEP trapping strength at higher frequencies. For Device 2, maximum trapping occurred at 300 kHz. At this frequency, no bacteria were observed escaping the trap and thus the CE was 100 %. Device 3 attained a CE of 100 % at a lower frequency, 100 kHz, and maintained 100 % trapping until the bandwidth limit of the amplifier was reached.Fig. 3Observed DEP trapping of *E. coli* in the OπDEP devices for an applied AC signal at 400V~*p-p*~ and a flow rate of 400 μL/h. Trapping images are shown for Device 2; (**a**) 10 kHz signal; (**b**) 100 kHz signal; (**c**) 300 kHz signal; (**d**) quantized light intensity in the trapping region as a function of frequency (*n* = 10)

These results match well with the numerical models. In the numerical models, the highest DEP forces are shown to be close to the microposts and decrease as the distance from the posts is increased. Thus, the minimum DEP force that a particle passing through the channel will experience is along the centerline between two posts. For weak DEP forces, particles near the posts may trap but not the particles traveling along the centerline. As the magnitude of the DEP force is increased, more particles will trap, increasing the efficiency of the device. When the magnitude of the DEP force is strong enough to trap a particle along the centerline, 100 % CE will be obtained. Thus, increases in the DEP forces will result in higher trapping efficiencies. Since the electric field gradients in the device are dependent on frequencies, the trapping efficiencies will be as well.

The DEP force on a particle is dependent not only on the electric field gradients but also on the properties of the particle and the suspending medium. For *E. coli* suspended in a media with a conductivity of \~1 mS/m, the CM factor has been shown to increases monotonically from DC until after 1 MHz \[[@CR21]\] leading to a monotonic increase in DEP trapping until 1 MHz \[[@CR22]\]. Considering the particles and medium are held constant, the differences in performance of the devices are solely based on the differences in the electric field gradients (∇(E•E)) generated in the channel.

The local minimum in ∇(E•E) in Device 2 between 10^4^ and 10^5^ Hz predicted by the model appears in the experimental data as decreased trapping from 10^4^ to 10^5^ Hz. However, in Device 3, the local minimum is predicted to be between 10^3^ and 10^4^ Hz, where the DEP trapping is already weak. Thus, in the experiments, Device 3 did not have decreased trapping from 10^4^ to 10^5^ as Device 2 did. Instead, the *E. coli* trapping increased monotonically with frequency. It should be noted that some of the increased performance of Device 3 may be due to the fact that the wide electrodes may mitigate any losses from air gaps created by slightly warped glass cover slides. The thin electrodes of Device 2, however, would not be as resilient to imperfections in the assembly.

Flow rate tests {#Sec12}
---------------

To determine the throughput of the devices, the flow rate was swept from 100 μL/h to 1500 μL/h. The applied electric signal was held constant at 400V~*p-p*~ and 300 kHz as this was the frequency at which both Device 2 and Device 3 experienced the highest trapping efficiency. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the dependence of capture efficiency on flow rate. It should be noted that both devices performed very similarly with the mean values with 4 % of each other, making the data points between the two difficult to distinguish. Thus, for clarity, Fig. [4d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows only the data from Device 2. The devices were able to obtain 100 % CE consistently for flow rates up to 400 μL/h. A decrease in capture efficiency began at 500 μL/h, where a few of the runs had a CE of 100 % but it was not consistent. From 500 μL/h to 1200 μL/h, the capture efficiency decreased gradually in a roughly linear fashion. However, at 1300 μL/h, the CE plummeted. In the videos of the experiments, DEP trapping was still observed. However, as pearl chains of *E. coli* formed, eventually the drag force on the pearl chain would become strong enough to pull the entire group of bacteria off of the microposts. This would repeat itself throughout the experiments, leading to very little net trapping. These results show that the maximum throughput for 100 % trapping is 400 μL/h. If only concentration is desired and capture efficiency is not critical, the devices can be operated at flow rates up to 1200 μL/h.Fig. 4Observed DEP trapping of *E. coli* in the OπDEP devices for an applied AC signal at 400 V~*p-p*~ at 300 kHz and variable flow rates. Trapping images are shown for Device 3; (**a**) 500 μL/h; (**b**) 900 μL/h; (**c**) 1200 μL/h; (**d**) capture efficiency as a function of flow rate (*n* = 10 sweeps). Error bars shown for one SD

Selective concentration {#Sec13}
-----------------------

To demonstrate the ability of these devices to selectively concentrate biological samples from contaminants, *E. coli* cells were mixed with 1 μm red fluorescent beads, which were chosen because they are roughly the same size as *E. coli* cells. As Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows, the bacteria was trapped and released on the microposts, whereas the beads did not (see Electronic Supplementary Material Video S[1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). It should be noted that some of the red beads did foul to the surfaces of the device before any electric signal was applied, as Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows. However, only the bacteria were reversibly trapped with dielectrophoresis. This is evident when observing frames immediately after turning the electric signal off. As Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows, only bacteria are present in the released sample. The bacteria are, therefore, completely separated from the beads, demonstrating the potential of OπDEP for selectively concentrating samples.Fig. 5Selective trapping of *E. coli* (green) from 1 μm beads (red) with a fluid flow rate of 400 μL/h. (**a**) No applied voltage; (**b**) 400 V~*p-p*~ at 300 kHz is applied for 30 s; (**c**) voltage is turned off and the concentrated bacteria is released; (**d**) after trapped bacteria are released, none remaina on the microposts

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

OπDEP is a recently invented method by our group to actuate iDEP devices with reusable electrodes on a separate substrate, allowing for a very scalable throughput. The OπDEP technique allows for inexpensive polymer microfluidic cartridges to be disposable while having reusable electrodes. In this paper, we have (1) presented OπDEP, the first reported iDEP devices powered by off-chip electrodes, (2) demonstrated through modeling and experiments the superior performance of OπDEP devices over the electrode-only designs, (3) demonstrated how different electrode patterns can be used to affect the trapping performance, and (4) demonstrated selective *E. coli* manipulation with the OπDEP devices.

This technique combines the advantages of traditional eDEP (tunable electrodes and strong electric fields) with those of iDEP (tunable insulating structures, no electrode fouling, and inexpensive devices). While the applied signal parameters such as the AC voltage magnitude and AC signal frequency can be tuned in real time, the physical parameters, such as electrode spacing, electrode shape, and geometrical dimensions can also be adjusted to fit the application. It is particularly important to note that because of the ability of this technology to reuse the electrodes, a toolkit of reusable electrodes can be created to suit a large range of applications. As shown in this work, the electrodes can be made very wide for better low frequency operation or very narrow for a compact footprint. Groups of electrodes can be put in parallel for high throughput batch processing. Alternatively, unlike traditional iDEP devices, OπDEP devices can have many independent electrodes and give each set of electrodes a different electric signal. This would create a very compact platform with multiple trapping zones in series, each with unique geometrical features tailored for multi-step filtration/isolation or for enrichment of different biological particles in a single operation.

While OπDEP relies on iDEP principles to generate trapping, it alleviates one of the main disadvantages of iDEP, which is Joule heating. iDEP devices typically have electrodes that actuate the devices at the fluid inlet and outlet. Thus, resistive heating occurs along the entire length of the channel. This heat buildup can limit the throughput of iDEP device and even result in device failure \[[@CR15]\]. Additionally, for biological applications, higher temperatures can affect the sample or even reduce viability rates \[[@CR23]\]. The OπDEP devices, however, greatly reduce the electrode spacing, creating electric field gradients in a very small area of the microchannel. This reduces the total electrical energy converted to heat and, thus, Joule heating is minimized. The result is that OπDEP compared with iDEP devices may be able operate for longer times, with a wider range of media, and with minimized temperature effects on the biological samples.

Another advantage of OπDEP design is the throughput. As we have demonstrated, high capture efficiencies are achievable at high flow rates because of the strong DEP forces generated in OπDEP devices. It also should be noted that since the electrodes generating the field are implemented across the channel width, the channel can be made arbitrarily wide and the DEP forces will remain the same. Thus, the throughput can be increased by simply widening the microchannel. There may, however, be some practical limitations to the fabrication of very wide channels without the channels collapsing. These problems will be mitigated by the microposts within the channel acting as support columns.

OπDEP devices can be customized to meet a broad range of applications. Even though we have used microposts design, any iDEP microchannel configuration can be employed with this technology, including single constrictions \[[@CR24]\], 3D constrictions \[[@CR25]--[@CR27]\], 3D barriers \[[@CR28]\], and filter designs \[[@CR29]\]. DEP deflection-based devices \[[@CR12], [@CR30]--[@CR32]\], which operate continuously with lower DEP forces, are straightforward to implement with OπDEP. Since deflection-based designs do not need to completely stop particles in the channels, they can be operated with lower applied voltages.

This technology has the potential to provide rapid, reproducible, and cost-effective platform of DEP particle manipulation for applications ranging from pathogen detection to cancer cell characterization. In our future work, we plan to explore devices with passivation membrane thicknesses much less than the 100 μm cover slides used in this paper. We anticipate that these devices will be able to trap at much lower applied voltages, work over a wider frequency range, and have increased throughputs. Additionally, we will explore DEP device designs with different micropost configurations to further increase the capture efficiencies at very high flow rates.
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